
Leverage Timely, Relevant, and Informative Tools constructed for your 
unique board needs provided in an interactive format and written summary. Talk with your 
DDJ Myers consultant about how other boards are using some or all of the following board 
leadership development tools. 

BOARD DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

CEO Performance Evaluation Assessment:  Informative and timely, this assessment 
provides actionable items for the next cycle of CEO leadership, presents relevant findings for both the 
board and CEO in constructive partnership, and highlights subjects that require attention. A standard 
set of evaluative statements are provided, plus customization on request. 

Board Alignment Assessment:  Designed to bring forward areas of alignment regarding what 
is important to the board, this alignment assessment directs attention to potential meaningful shifts in 
leadership. Start with a standard set of statements and customize them to unique situations. An outcome 
is an aligned perspective of board priorities and performance.

Board Succession/Board Skills Matrix:  Need a better understanding of the required skills 
for board succession? Conduct a third-party objective assessment of your current board competencies 
and skills and establish alignment on future needed skills and competencies.

Board Personal Mastery Soft Skills:  Develop a comprehensive understanding of the current 
soft skills used in interpersonal relationships. Conduct a soft-skill assessment of your board and be 
proactive in deciding what soft skills are at play in high-performing board leadership. An outcome is 
a more deliberate effort in board development and recruiting.

Emotional Intelligence:   Develop an understanding of how emotional intelligence supports
board leadership. Identify areas of emotional intelligence that strengthen interpersonal communication, 
decision-making, and perspective sharing. A team/board emotional intelligence analysis and 
recommendations are provided.

Board Member Development Plan:  This tool articulates the commitment of each board 
member’s ongoing learning and how it will contribute to the success of the whole board.  

Peer-to-Peer:  This innovative board member assessment is a catalyst for boards that want to 
maximize the strengths of each board member. It provides relevant and informative guidance on 
the contribution of individuals, what characteristics should be strengthened, and potential areas 
for development.

DDJ Myers

DDJ MyersContact Us
800-574-8877

Develop your board to reach its highest level of 
performance, please contact Deedee Myers, CEO,
at 800-574-8877 or info@ddjmyers.com.
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